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The Superblock, an urban cell, when repeated creates a mosaic that extends
throughout the city. It is an urban model that is used for new developments and
regeneration. In the case of Barcelona, the Superblock forms the basis of an
urban regeneration project. The Superblock is also one of the main technical
instruments of Ecosystemic Urbanism. Ecosystemic Urbanism can deal with the
new century challenges: sustainability in the age of information. It accommodates
the laws of nature and the new metabolic regime. It also provides the urbanistic
patterns to compete for information and knowledge. It is a basic tool that
provides answers to the new paradigms that come with the change of time.
Superblocks are a suitable solution for addressing the main dysfunctions and
challenges that urban systems face today. This chapter will describe the
Superblock paradigm in Barcelona.
8.1 An Urban Model (Rueda 1995) to Cope with the Challenges of the Beginning of
the Century
We are in the midst of an era change with a new paradigm and new rules. We are
transforming from an industrial age to the age of information and knowledge. The
industrial society was characterized by its consumption of resources and its
“independence” of the laws of nature. The competitive strategy of cities was
based on the consumption of resources: soil, materials and energy. In general, the
city that was better organized in the consumption of more natural resources took
a competitive advantage. However, the false belief about the “independence” of
the laws of nature led to the excessive use of energy and technology with a great
capacity of transformation. The result has been an unsustainable impact on the
systems and ecosystems of Earth. The uncertainties about the future are so grand
that they oblige us to change the rules of the game and create a new paradigm
that increases our capacity of resilience and preparedness. The foundations for
the new paradigm are based on:
a) A change of strategy of competition among cities based on information
and knowledge which involves, at the same time, the dematerialization
of economy.
b) A change of metabolic regime. Industrial society was based, mainly, on
the consumption of fossil fuels, as if there were no limits. The excessive
consumption of fossil energy and technology was the cause of the
simplification of ecosystems on all scales, that is to say, in the
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generation of generalized entropy with irreversible effects on much of
the impacted ecosystems. The new metabolic regime has to be based
on entropy.
c) An accommodation of the laws of nature, where the exploitation of
supporting systems does not exceed its carrying capacity and
regeneration. In urban systems, the recycling and regeneration of the
current fabrics takes precedence over the production of new cities. In
both cases, the accommodation of the laws of nature forces us to
formulate new tools, among them, the formulation of a new urban
model and a new urbanism: Ecosystemic Urbanism.
The battle of sustainability and execution of the new paradigm will take place in
the cities, in the design of new cities and, among all, in the regeneration and
recycling of current ones. The current urbanism does not accommodate the new
challenges of the beginning of the century. To deal with them, we need to create
new conceptual models and different instruments, starting by considering the city
as a complex ecosystem, the most complex that humanity has created. Ecologists
usually deal with the complexity of ecosystems with the construction of models.
Based on analyses of a lot of urban systems, an urban model emerges which is
compact in its morphology, complex (mixed in uses and biodiversity) in its
organization, metabolically efficient and socially cohesive. There are four axes
closely related, that interact synergistically to give integrated answers to urban
realities in the process of rehabilitation and regeneration and, also, to accompany
planners of new urban developments. The model goes from a city scale to a
neighbourhood scale.
8.2 The City as a System of Proportions
The set of elements that constitute a city, are a result of a system of proportions
with its relations and restrictions (Rueda et al. 2012). These proportions, which
are the result of multiple factors and interests, can generate dysfunctions of
diverse nature. In favour of an easy comprehension and, bridging the gap, a
“paella” (typical Spanish dish) is a system of proportions. Even if you put the best
ingredients, if you don’t add salt, the paella will be bland, and if you add too
much it will be unedible.
The same occurs in the city. If the creation of a city has an excessive extension of
suburbs, it is very much probable that social segregation takes place by incomes
and/or cultures and/or ethnics. There will be inequality. In the suburb, which
usually has the residence as its almost exclusive function, the lack of basic
services and public facilities will force residents to use the car to access to them.
However, most of the population does not have autonomous access because they
don’t have driver licenses, because they are too young or too old or because they
simply don’t own a car.
If the modal distribution is excessively tilted towards the private vehicle, the
massive occupation of public space by car, congestion and air quality, etc., will
result in poor liveability and poor urban quality. The energy consumption and the
emission of greenhouse gases will increase and the air quality will become worse
with great impact on human health. The dysfunctions generated by the wrong
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way of building cities generate a good number of proportions that create
dysfunctions. This analysis could be extended to other aspects linked to mobility,
infrastructures, equipments or economic promotion. These variables need to be
linked and accommodated by a system of proportions that avoids dysfunctions.
The impacts have to be linked necessarily to an intentional urban model.It is
necessary, then, to find the system of proportions that allows us to achieve the
appropriate model.
8.3 The Principles of Ecosystemic Urbanism, the Basis of the System of Proportions
of a More Ecologist City
If the city is a system of proportions, it is necessary to know what are the
underlying principles in order to produce a compact, complex, efficient and
socially cohesive city.
The bases of the new Ecosystemic Urbanism (Rueda et al. 2014) are:
8.3.1. The Context of the Urban Action
Dealing with the transformation of cities forces us to take into account the
environment (system of support) from all sides: environmental, economic and
social. The adopted solutions can neither create more dysfunctions in the context
nor in the secondary variables that accompany it. In any case, they should
mitigate them and have a maximum dialog with the environment in a way that
the actions support a factor of improvement of the conditions and of the
uncertainties at global scale. This obliges us to think about the challenges,
vulnerabilities of every emplacement (whether physical, social or cultural),
availability and usage of local resources, habits and lifestyles, etc., that
characterize the urban systems, with the objective of transforming the cities into
a more efficient and habitable way.
8.3.2. Land Occupation and Morphology of Cities
Urban morphology refers to the form and distribution of the built space and
public space. The compactness or dispersion of urban fabrics determines the
proximity between the urban uses and functions. The way of occupying the city
and its level of usage allows us to foster an urban space which is a social
integrator, to develop with efficiency those urban functions linked to the
sustainable mobility and the provision of services and basic public facilit ies and to
promote interchange and interactions among complementary ones. The density
of population and activities give a certain critical mass that generates public
space; that makes viable public transportation, that gives sense to the existence
of public facilities; that generates the necessary diversity of legal entities to make
a city, etc. At this point, the objectives and criteria of the model of occupation as
well as the relation between areas must be dealt with in the most efficient way,
to achieve more sustainable urban fabrics and at the same time to reduce the
pressure on the support systems.
8.3.3. Urban Functionality: Model of Mobility and Public Space
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Urban functionality, defined by the mobility and services patterns of each city,
determines, largely, the quality and liveability of public space. There is a need to
develop a model of mobility and a more sustainable public space, in order to
guarantee a more accessible, comfortable, safe and multifunctional public space
where people can be citizens and exercise in the public space the rights to
interchange, culture, leisure, expression and demonstration, besides the right to
move. With the current model of mobility, cities dedicate most of the public
space to mobility and in these conditions the ultimate aspiration is to be a
pedestrian, a mean of transportation. At least 75% of public space should be
dedicated to citizen rights.
Public space should acquire the maximum liveability but being, at the same time:
comfortable (without noise, without air pollution and with the greatest thermal
comfort); attractive (with a high diversity of activities, with attractive activities
and with the greatest biodiversity); and ergonomic (accessible, with liberated
space to exercise all the rights and with a good relation between built heights and
street widths).
8.3.4. Urban Complexity
Urban complexity refers to the degree of urban organization of a city. Both in
natural and urban systems, the increase of complexity results in a growth of the
organization contributing to stability and continuity of the system itself. Diversity
and abundance of legal entities (in the urban systems) or live organisms (natural
systems) are the key conditions to increase organized information. Diversity of
legal entities (economic activities, associations and institutions) must be the
highest in order to increase the complexity of economic and social capital. The
proliferation of activities and its diversity must pay attention and give service to
residents and also to the model of city of knowledge. That’s why the conditions of
land and services must be created to increase the activities dense in knowledge
(@) and its networks, which are the basis of the “smart” city, since they are the
ones that have the most useful information. Among the activities dense in
knowledge are the ones that propose an increase of self-production.
Furthermore, it is necessary to define the adequate proportion of building for
residence and for legal entities (between 25% and 30%) which will mainly occup y
the front of the façade.
8.3.5. Urban Green and Biodiversity
Biodiversity is the wealth of living forms of a city. The urban environment is an
artificialization, with impermeabilization of much of the soil and deep alteration
of the embossed, air quality, soil and water, climate and hydrological regime,
facts that lead to the loss of habitats and/or accommodation of the urban species
to the specific conditions of the city. The objectives of sustainability of
biodiversity cannot be separated from other areas such as the construction, the
urbanism or the mobility.
8.3.6. Metabolic Efficiency
Efficiency is a concept related to urban metabolism, which are the fluxes of
materials, water and energy that constitute the support to any urban system to
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maintain its organization and avoid contamination or simplification of its
organization. The management of natural resources must achieve the highest
efficiency in its use with the least perturbation of ecosystems.
8.3.7. Social Cohesion
Social cohesion refers to people and social relations in the urban system. Social
cohesion in the urban context refers to the degree of coexistence between groups
of people with different cultures, ages, incomes or professions. The increase of
social cohesion is deeply linked to accessibility to housing, in a certain area, for
people with different incomes, culture and ethnicities in “adequate” proportions,
also to the provision of public facilities that guarantee the best liveability, located
at a distance that can be covered by foot in 5–10 min, depending on the facility.
8.3.8. Management and Governance
Every objective of the model or models of more sustainable cities and metropolis
requires an adequate organization to achieve it. At this point, we should ask
ourselves if current techniques and technologies are enough to reduce the
uncertainties derived from the current model of the occupation of the territory
and urban model. We are forced to rethink the management mechanisms to
achieve them. How do we accommodate organizations in new challenges? Given
the complexity that characterizes the urban systems it is essential to review the
current approach of predominant policies and management models, based on a
vertical, segmented and partial structuring.

8.4. Instruments of Ecosystemic Urbanism
8.4.1. Ecosystemic Urbanism Has Three Levels
The current urban planning, with two dimensions, is unable to include the set of
variables that incorporate the principles/objectives mentioned above. Ecosystemic
urbanism draws on three dimensions: in height, on the surface and in the subsurface,
to integrate the set of variables and principles which must be addressed by the
challenges previously cited (Fig. 8.1).

Fig. 8.1
Ecosystemic Urbanism’s section. Source: BCNecologia
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8.4.2. A New Urban Cell: The Superblock (Rueda et al. 2017)
Besides this, Ecosystemic Urbanism proposes a city through a new model, an urban cell
of 16/20 ha that is called Superblock that has the adequate dimensions to develop
and integrate the set of principles and objectives and which arises as the basis of a new
urban and functional model in the cities. Like Cerdà (father of the word urbanism and
designer of the Eixample in Barcelona), one could consider that the key element in the
city is not the housing, but the intervia, the cell that becomes a piece of the mosaic of
a road network, where the continuity of movement obliges the occupation of roads in
its totality and not one by one. The new cell defines an intervia of 400 × 400 m which
will be the place to apply to the Ecosystemic Urbanism and develop, at the same time,
the new model of mobility and public space that we will mainly consider in this chapter
below. To make it more applicable, we will focus on the city of Barcelona, specifically
Eixample, the more complex part of the city.
The Superblock is a cell of nine blocks in the case of the Eixample in Barcelona, defined
by a network of basic roads that connects origins and destinations of the whole city
(Fig. 8.2). When the cell is being reproduced along the urban system, the size
accommodates the morphological and functional characteristics of the current city (it
must be highlighted that the Superblocks project is a urban recycling project),
liberating the maximum surface of public space, which is nowadays occupied by traffic
and, at the same time, guarantee the functionality and organization of the system. The
new cell is defined by the perimeter basic roads, where through and connecting traffic
circulate at a maximum speed of 50 km/h. Interior roads (intervias) of superblock
constitute a local network with limited speed of 10 or 20 km/h, speeds which allow
shared urban uses. A Superblock cannot be crossed, which means that the movements
in its interior only makes sense if their origin or destination are in the
Intervias. Therefore the neighborhood streets will be with little or no noise or
pollution, etc. and allow more than the 70% of space that is currently occupied by the
through traffic for the movements by foot or bicycle.

Fig. 8.2
Networks scheme, current and future, based on superblocks. Source: BCNecologia
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The reasons to choose the dimensions of 3 × 3 for the superblock are based on the
characteristics of cars which, at a speed of 20 km/h (which is the average urban speed
in Barcelona), will spend a similar amount of time to go around the superblock as a
person walking around the block at about 4 km/h. With the presence of main crossings
every 400 m, the traffic lights synchronization is much more efficient (with these
distances one can think of prioritization of the traffic lights for public transport) and
avoids disruption of the main flux because of turns (two out of three turns are
avoided).
8.5. Superblock, Base for a Functional and Urbanism Model: The Case of Barcelona
Superblocks aim to be the basis of a functional model of any city, but they can
also become the basis of a new urbanism model. The average number of people in
a Superblock in Barcelona is higher than 6,000 inhabitants. More than three
quarters of Catalan municipalities have less than 6,000 inhabitants and a county
town like Viella (in the North of Catalonia) has 5,500 inhabitants. These urban
systems have more public facilities than a much larger city. It only seems
reasonable that the Superblock gets the attention that deserves an entity with
such population. Urban Superblocks, as one of the tools of Ecosystemic Urbanism,
allow for the application of the set of principles that were referred to above.
Every superblock emerges as a little city. In this section, we will focus on the
superblock as the basis of a new functional model and the consequences for
public space.
The defining roads of superblocks (in red) comprise a network of basic roads
where the urban transport circulates: collective transport, private vehicle,
emergencies, services and, if the section allows it, bicycles. This network of basic
roads, which results in the greatest orthogonality, allows access to the city at the
highest speed admitted by law (50 km/h) (Fig. 8.3).

Fig. 8.3
Map of superblocks in Barcelona. Public space (in red) dedicated to mobility. Source:
BCNecologia
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The basic network of superblocks reduces the length of the total of roads that
nowadays is used by through traffic by 61% (see Fig. 8.3). This dramatic reduction
does not lead to a proportional drop-off in the circulation of vehicles for the same
level of service (the same speed of the vehicles circulating). In Barcelona, with a
reduction of vehicles of about 13% we can achieve a level of service similar to
current one. It maintains, thus, the functionality and organization of the system.
Figure 8.4 shows that the space dedicated nowadays to through traffic is near 15
millions of squared meters and the length of the roads dedicated to mobility
nearly 912 km, or 85% of the total roads of Barcelona.

Fig. 8.4
Public space of Barcelona dedicated to through traffic in the current situation.
Source: BCNecologia
8.5.1. The Impacts of the Current Mobility Model
Mobility currently brings the biggest dysfunctions to the city. The use of public
space is restricted to mobility and Barcelona dedicates more than 60% of public
space and 85% of roads to traffic.
Air pollution emitted by motorized traffic has an inacceptable impact on the
health of population in the Metropolitan Area of Barcelona. In a study conducted
by ISGlobal CREAL in an area of 56 municipalities, including Barcelona, it was
estimated that air pollution causes: 3,500 premature deaths per year; 1,800
hospitalizations by cardiovascular reasons; 5,100 cases of chronic bronchitis in
adults; 31,100 cases of children bronchitis; 54,000 asthma attacks among children
and adults. (Künzli and Pérez 2007).
The impacts of air pollution on health are today the main problem to solve out of
all the problems caused by the current model of mobility. The liveability index in
most of the city is below minimal. The green surface in central Eixample is 1.85
m 2 per inhabitant when the WHO recommends 9 m 2/inhab. Eixample is also the
district with the most traffic; almost 50% of the population is exposed to
inadmissible levels of noise (diurnal values >65 dbA).The negative economic
impact runs in the millions of Euros per year (according to the World Bank, for
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Spain it was 45,000 millions of Euros/year in 2013, considering only the impact on
the health). Black asphalt and the emissions of cars are responsible for the most
important part of the urban heat island. This increase of more than 2° of average
temperature (at summer nights can surpass the 5° of difference compared to
periphery) is especially painful and in some cases mortal, for the most vulnerable
people: elderly, children and sick people, particularly when the heat waves occu r
because of climate change. Traffic accidents cause 30 deaths per year in
Barcelona and more than 30 injuries per km/year in Eixample. Visual intrusion and
landscape deterioration (landscape as expression of the integration of different
variables) convert Barcelona in a “pressure cooker” affecting 85% of the length of
streets in the city.
The results of a study conducted by ISGlobal (Mueller et al. 2017) for Barcelona
and its Metropolitan Area, show clearly the impact that some of the exposures
have on morbidity of the citizens of Barcelona (Fig. 8.5).

Fig. 8.5
Morbidity in Barcelona by different reasons. Source: ISGlobal
The result is a city that is not ready to address the great challenges of the
beginning of century: sustainability in the information age. There is need for a
new ecosystemic model with its corresponding system of proportions that
includes, at the same time, the reduction of: polluting emissions, noise, energy…
and the increase of: green, staying spaces; legal entities diversity, also t he one
dense in knowledge… An urban model that extents along the city and takes into
account the current modes of mobility.
To address these serious problems, the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan of
Barcelona approved by the City Council (March 2015) proposes to extend the
Superblocks throughout the city and reduce 21% of circulating vehicles. With this
reduction it is estimated that the levels of air pollution in all the measurement
stations will be below the guideline values. With a reduction of 21% of circulating
vehicles, the level of service of traffic and the environmental conditions of basic
roads in a superblocks scenario will be much better than now.
With this reduction of vehicles, the percentage of people exposed to levels below
the guidelines for air pollution will be 94% (today it is 56%) and for noise 73.5%
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(nowadays it is 54%). The liveability index will increase significantly in all the
neighborhoods of the city (Fig. 8.6).

Fig. 8.6
Air quality and urban noise in Barcelona. Exposed population (in %) to levels of
NO2 and decibels legally admissible. Current scenario and with superblocks. Source:
BCNecologia
8.5.2. The Bus Network
Superblocks allow the integration of networks of through traffic (cars, buses and
bicycles) in its periphery, and priority of movements by foot and bicycle on the
inside. Orthogonal networks are the most efficient in urban systems. With the
new orthogonal network of buses, the topology of the new network, combined
with the distance of the stops every 400 m, contributes to the increase of
commercial speed of buses, more so than the traffic lights prioritization or the
construction of bus lanes (Fig. 8.7). With the same number of buses that have a
frequency of coming every 14–15 min nowadays, there will be a move to a
frequency of buses coming around every 5 min in the future (it will be like a
surface underground). The service will be the same in the center and in the
periphery of the city. The design of the network allows an average waiting time at
each stop of around 2 min, which for our mental clock does not feel like waiting.
It is a network that connects any origin with any destination with only one
transfer in 95% of cases. It will be an intelligible network like the underground
and, the estimated number of transfers will be similar to the underground. In the
Eixample fabric, the perpendicularity of the lines of the network allows the
presence of a unique stop for the horizontal and vertical lines in all the
intersections (in the octagonal crossroads).
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Fig. 8.7
Bus network and bicycle network in Barcelona in a superblocks scenario. Source:
BCNecologia
The bicycle network will also be adjusted to the superblocks structure (Fig. 8.7).
Superblock’s periphery hosts the transport network of bicycles, with exclusive
lanes and shares the street section with buses and cars. The interior of the
superblocks, at 10 or 20 km/h, allows bicycles in both directions, to cross the
superblock. Their speed must be adjusted to the speed of pedestrians and the
uses that are in place at that moment. If necessary, the rider needs to step off the
bicycle. The conditions of intervias allow children go to school by bicycle or by
foot without being accompanied by an adult.
The integration of electric engines for the transport is on the agenda of many
cities. There is no doubt than that the electric bicycle is the electric vehicle to
promote. It does not pollute, it does not make noise, it practically does not
consume energy (the consumed energy for a journey by electric bicycle, adding
the used metabolic energy and the consumed electricity, is less than the energy
metabolically consumed doing the same journey by foot); it allows an average
person to overcome high slopes of up to 20%, it is healthy and adjusts the effort
to the context. During the summer it even refrigerates—allowing its use in the
most severe season without sweating. The homologated motor works up to
25 km/h reducing the severity of accidents. The average distance of the classical
bicycle is about 5 km, while electric bicycle increases it up to 10 km, which is the
distance from one end to the other in the municipality of Barcelona.
The electric bicycle is, for a distance of 10.5 km and a speed 30% higher than the
speed of a classic bicycle, the most competitive form of mobility.
The isoform distribution of the networks along the city gives a level of service
which is equitable for the bus and bicycle networks, something previously only
the car had.
8.5.3. The Pedestrian Network
At present, Barcelona has 230 ha of streets with specific space for pedestrians or
with speeds limited to 20 km/h. If we add the surface used by the pedestrians in
big avenues, the total is about 15.8% of the public space of roads. With the
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implementation of Superblocks 6,22 million of square meters are liberated. This
will make it the most important recycling proposal in the world, without
demolishing a single building (Fig. 8.8).
AQ3

Fig. 8.8
Map for pedestrians and other uses. Current scenario and with Superblocks. Source:
BCNecologia

8.5.4. Uses in Public Space and Citizen Rights: From Pedestrians to Citizens
Maybe the most radical aspect of the proposal is the reconversion of most of the
urban space to multiple uses and rights. Radical because it goes to the roots of
the meaning of public space. A city exists when, first, there is public space and,
second, when they are reunited in a limited space by a determined number of
legal entities that are complementary and “work” synergistically. We can find
ourselves in an urbanization of undetached houses with space for the car to get
to the garage. In this case we talk about urbanized space, but not public space. In
urbanization it makes little sense to have a market, a cultural event or, even, find
children playing with balls in the middle of the street.
A city starts to become a city when there is public space, since it is the “house of
everybody”, the meeting place for interchange, leisure and staying, culture,
expression and democracy and, also, the movement. Public space makes us
citizens and we are so when we have the possibility of occupying it for the
exercise of all the rights mentioned above. Today, the limited possibility of
exercising the citizen rights relegates us as pedestrians. Giving citizens public
space that was lost due to the current model of mobility is key to the new model
of mobility and public space based on Superblocks. Electric vehicles can reduce
part of the noise (but not the noise that at some speeds comes from the friction
between the tires and the bearing surface and not from the engine) and part of
the air pollution (as almost half of the pollution caused by particles come from
the “dust” lifted by the wheels, that comes from tires particles, brakes, bearing
lubricant oils, etc., that, as it is known, contain heavy metals and components of
high toxicity). What they cannot reduce is the space that they occupy, which in a
compact city in general, and particularly in Barcelona, is the most scarce good.
Superblocks provides citizens with nature in almost 70% of the space of the city.
Superblocks allow not only for the integration of transportation networks but also
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green networks. Furthermore, spaces that are not crossed by any network of
mobility: cars, buses and bicycles. Rights are obtained through speeds that are
compatible with the use of the space by the most vulnerable people (for instanc e,
the pass of blind people, children playing). If a Superblock allows a bus network, a
car network or a bicycle network with signalized lane, then it is no longer a
Superblock because it is not compatible with ALL the rights.
8.5.5. The Green Network that Appears with the Implementation of Superblocks
Many urban planners consider that the permeability of the soil a good indicator of
naturalization of an urban fabric. The presence of permeable soils rebalances the
water cycle: it favors the infiltration of rain waters and retains water through the
different vegetable surfaces. The vegetation protects the soil from excessive
insulation and protects it from the compaction that provokes the direct impact of
raindrops on the soil. By enabling the water to stay longer on surface, it increases
the possibility that it infiltrates into the phreatic layers and reduces the risk of
floods. It boosts the closing of the cycle of organic matter, by providing the urban
soil with surfaces of compost generated by organic waste self-composting. Green
spaces and land reservation for urban gardens constitute spaces for generating
community among the inhabitants of a neighborhood or territorial unit. Surfaces
with vegetable cover help to mitigate the emissions of CO 2, by fixing this gas
through the photosynthetic process. Vegetable surfaces are, furthermore,
potential captors of polluting particles and help to propitiate thermal comfort,
minimizing the heat island effect. Besides, surfaces with trees proportionate
acoustic and mechanic comfort, reducing the effect of noise and wind in the
urban environment.
There are few areas with permeable soils in Barcelona (Fig. 8.9). The current
green surface in the area of Eixample is only 171.2 ha. The number of square
meters per inhabitant is 2.7 m 2, very far below the 9 m 2/inhab the WHO
recommends. In a city like Barcelona, with such a lack of free spaces, Superblocks
allow us to obtain better values of corrected compactness (balance between
urban compression and decompression). The release of only the interiors of
blocks in Eixample, is clearly insufficient although necessary. In Eixample, greed
occupied green spaces. Superblocks will allow us to restore part of the green
space that is so needed.

Fig. 8.9 Green space in current situation and with Superblocks. Source: BCNecologia
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With Superblocks, green surfaces increase significantly to 403.7 ha of potential
green, while maintaining city’s functionality. It will increase from 2.7 m 2/inhab to
6.3 m2/inhab for the whole area of Cerdà’s Plan. In the Sant Martí area, it
increases up to 7.6 m2 /inhab. Street transformation and substituting cars with
green space, allow us to obtain urban landscapes like the ones that are shown in
Fig. 8.10. It shows the project presented by the City Council to the neighbors of
the pilot superblock of Poblenou, for the section of Sancho d’Àvila between
Llacuna and Roc Boronat streets (Fig. 8.10). As Oriol Bohigas said: “A street will
have for Latins an infinity of values that a garden won’t”. (Bohigas 1958)

Fig. 8.10
Sections of a street with single platform in the interior of superblock and proposal of
transformation of Sancho d’Àvila street between Llacuna and Roc Boronat streets.
Sources: BCNecologia and Barcelona City Council
A square has been and is the very place for public space. In the case of Eixample
of Barcelona, often there are sidewalks of only 5 m of width with little green
space. (1.85 m 2/inhabitants) With the Superblocks project, the number and
surface areas of new squares that are in the junctions of the Eixample fabric will
multiply. In a Superblock type of 3 × 3 blocks, four new squares of about 1,900
m 2 will be created (Fig. 8.11). 130 nodes will become complete squares of 1,900
m 2, adding around 24.7 ha while there will be 20 new squares with a surface of
2/3rd of a complete surface, adding 3 more ha. In total there will be about 150
new squares with a surface of 27.7 ha.
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Fig. 8.11
Junctions that become new squares in the superblocks model and block’s interiors
released and potentially releasable in central Eixample. Sources: BCNecologia and
Barcelona City Council
Green from the interiors of block and green covers can also be added.
Environmental benefits increase with the increase of urban green surface in
height and surface. When you add the public space’s green surface and green
covers (with an estimated an occupation of 30%), and the green surface in the
interior of blocks (counting 1,500 m2 per block), green surface per inhabitant
increases up to 9.6 m2 /inhabitants (Fig. 8.12).

Fig. 8.12
Percentage of current green surface and potential green spaces (in % of total
surface) in an area equivalent to a superblock type where is included: public space
green, blocks’ interior patio’s green and green covers. Source: BCNecologia
8.5.6. Superblocks, a Tool that Helps to Mitigation and Adaptation to Climate
Change (Climate Change Assesssment)
Urban heat islands form due to the emissions of heat by part of the series of
surfaces that configure physical parts of the city. The emission of heat to the
atmosphere is a consequence of different factors, like for example: climate
conditions of the place, urban morphology, distribution of materials of the
different urban surfaces (pavements, covers and façades) and also by the h eat
produced by the activity of the city (traffic, building’s conditioning, etc.) (MartínVide 2015).
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Currently, cities are characterized by the predominance of impermeable surfaces.
This aspect produces an important concentration of heat, especially in the asphalt
pavements of urban roads and the buildings. One of the areas of discussion of
climate change is precisely the mitigation of urban heat island because its impact
has repercussions both for energy consumption and people’s well-being, reducing
the comfort levels during the day and above all during night. Heat absorbed
during the day is freed during night, increasing notably the temperatures of
summer nights. That is why it is important to implement measures that allow
mitigating urban heat generation and reducing urban centers temperature.
To reduce the current heat island effects, it is necessary to reduce the number of
vehicles circulating and the consumption of fossil fuel energy, as well as to extend
a green carpet that allows us to increase our resilience towards heat waves that
will become more frequent with climate change. Superblocks will help in the
mitigation and in the adaptation of the problem.
Through simulations of heat transfer for a summer day in Barcelona, one can
demonstrate the repercussion of the current urban morphology and with
Superblocks. The Superblock scenario will substitute the asphalted pavements in
intervias with semipermeable pavements and the greatest cover of road trees. It
will dedicate 30% of cover surfaces to green covers and release 1,500 m 2 of
interior patios of each of the blocks to green spaces. This has been analyzed in
two areas of Superblocks in the left part of Eixample (Fig. 8.13).

Fig. 8.13
Thermal simulation comparing Eixample in current situation and with superblocks.
Source: BCNecologia
Results clearly indicate how the current situation of urban fabric in Eixample is
warmer than the Superblocks proposal. In terms of heat balance, 1 while the
current fabric is 72,1 kW/m 2, the Superblocks proposal obtains a balance
of 46,3 kW/m2, 35,9% less than the current situation. This energy translates into
lower surface temperatures of pavements, buildings and green spaces.
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1

The heat balance by radiation refers to the sum of heat gained by radiation both
in short and long wave length. In incident solar radiation (short wave) a part is
absorbed and another proportion is reflected according to material’s albedo.
Absorbed radiation accorded to the thermal capacity and emissivity of materials
is equally emitted as long wave to the rest of materials. From the albedo
characteristics and emissivity of materials in pavements, façades and covers, it is
calculated the total of heat produced during the day in energy units of kW/m 2.
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